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Digitech vocalist live 
vocal effects processors 
Get professional-grade effects 
at your feet, including fabled 
Lexicon® reverbs and dbx® com-
pression algorithms with these 
easy-to-use live vocal processors. 
Both models feature Live Adapt™ 
technology to analyze a song’s tempo, key and scale and automatically adjust the 
device to create the best sound for your vocals. Other useful features include the 
globally applied “Gold Channel” channel strip, Anti-Feedback button to protect your 
audience’s ears and Sound Check phrase repeater. The Live FX features harmony, 
pitch/FX, distortion/filter, modulation, delay and reverb effects and the Live Harmony 
adds two separate vocal harmonies along with doubling, delays and special FX. Both 
models also feature a 70 second phrase looper to build up layered harmonies or 
create beatbox phrases. Live FX I/O consists of (1) XLR in, (1) 1/8" aux in, (2) XLR 
outs (L/R), 1/4" headphone out, 1/4" footswitch and USB. The Live Harmony adds 1/4” 
guitar input and output as well as an XLR/TRS combo jack input. Both models provide 
+48V phantom power, support set lists and include preset management software for 
Mac/Windows. Power supplies included with each model.
ITEM dEScrIpTIon prIcE                                   
VocALIST-LIVE-FX ����������������Live vocal processor �������������������������������������������������������� 249�95
VocALIST-LIVEHArMonY ������Live vocal processor with 2 separate harmonies  

and vocal doubling ���������������������������������������������������������� 299�95

Boss ve series vocal effects processors These vocal processors 
have been designed to give vocalists a wide assortment of vocal effects in compact, 
easy-to-use boxes. The VE-5 is a simple, one-touch operation mic stand mountable 
vocal processor that features an XLR/TRS combo jack input and 6 types of vocal 
effects - Reverb, Delay, Double/Harmony, Dynamics, Pitch Correction and Tone/
SFX. The VE-2 is a stompbox style vocal harmonizer that features 24 harmony types 
along with reverb and delay effects to dial-in that perfect sound and three memory 
settings to quickly recall your favorite settings. The VE-2 also features a USB output 
for connecting to a computer to record vocal effects. The VE-20 steps things up with 
its dual-footswitch design and features the same vocal effects found on the VE-5 with 
the addition of Special FX such as Distortion, Robot, Strobe and Electric. The VE-20 
also features vocal harmony effects to thicken up vocal tracks by adding upper thirds, 
lower fifths and vocal doubling. The VE-5 and VE-20 feature a phrase looper with up 
to 38 seconds of looping to create layered harmonies or beatbox loops. The VE-2 
and VE-20 both feature phantom power operation to allow for the use of condenser 
microphones. All models operate on AA batteries or can be powered with an optional 
PSA Series AC adaptor.
ITEM dEScrIpTIon prIcE                                   
VE5-rd���������������������� Vocal effects processor with phrase looper in red,  

includes mic stand mount kit and (4) AA alkaline batteries ������� 249�00
VE5-WH ��������������������� As above, in white ����������������������������������������������������������������������� 249�00
VE-2 �������������������������� Vocal harmonizer stompbox with USB audio output,  

includes (4) AA alkaline batteries ����������������������������������������������� 199�00
VE20�������������������������� Dual stompbox vocal effects processor with phrase looper,  

includes (6) AA alkaline batteries ����������������������������������������������� 279�00
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Digitech vocalist live 5 
vocal processor with 5-part 
harmony The Live 5 is a vocal effects 
processor that features up to 4 additional 
vocal harmonies to create 5-part harmo-
nies for rich, layered vocal performances. 
With the patented musIQ® technol-
ogy, the Live 5 automatically follows your 
vocals and chord progressions from your guitar (via 1/4” guitar input) so you don’t 
have to program song keys or key changes; the Live 5 does the work for you! The vocal 
harmonies can be programmed to have male or female voicing for a more realistic 
sound to your harmonies. The unit also features multiple effects such as warmth, 
compression, noise gate, two-band EQ, reverb and delay along with a built-in guitar 
tuner. I/O includes (1) XLR/TRS combo jack input, (1) 1/4" guitar input, (1) 1/4” guitar 
thru, (2) XLR outputs (L/R), (2) 1/4" line outputs (L/R), (1) stereo headphone input 
and (1) expression pedal input. The Live 5 features a sturdy black metal chassis with 
a staggered 5 button footswitch layout to allow for easy selection and changing of the 
100 different presets on-the-fly. Includes power supply.
ITEM dEScrIpTIon prIcE                                   
VocALIST-LIVE-5 ������������������Vocal effects processor with 5-part harmony ������������������ 399�95
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rolanD aira-vt3 voice transformer
Aggressively processed vocals are common in 
electronic music, but producing these effects 
easily and reproducing them live has been a 
challenge – until now. With the VT3, you can 
smoothly alter pitch and formant in real time 
to introduce heavily processed vocal sounds 
into your studio tracks and stage performanc-
es with zero hassle. Not just for robot voices, the VT3 also has the ability to 
transform your voice into synthesizers, synth basses, hard-tuned and lo-fi 
sounds and more. It can also be subtle and musical, with built-in reverb, wet/dry 
fader control and instant bypass. Controls and functions are smooth and immedi-
ate, with no popping, clicking or latency issues to worry about, even when switching 
presets or changing voice characters. 
ITEM dEScrIpTIon prIcE                                   
AIrA-VT3-VocAL ������� Voice transformer ������������������������������������������������������������������������ 199�00

electro-harmonix voiceBox 
Tough and compact, this processor delivers 2- to 
4-part vocal harmonies or transforms your voice 
via the 256-band vocoder. The pitch shifting algo-
rithm produces two harmony notes (3rd & 5th), 
provides natural-sounding glissando between 
notes and even has a formant modification control 
to change the voice’s gender. Other features include onboard microphone preamp 
with phantom power and gain switch, studio-quality reverb, 9 programmable presets 
and balanced XLR line output. Works with any electric instrument as a sound source 
and includes power supply.
ITEM dEScrIpTIon prIcE                                   
VoIcEBoX ����������������� Harmony machine and vocoder ��������������������������������������������������� 220�30

eventiDe eclipse harmonizer With 5x the processing power of the legend-
ary H3000 yet only half the size, this 1RU harmony processor offers Eventide’s classic 
pitch shifting/harmonies, reverb and effects in an easy-to-use device that operates 
at 24-bit/96kHz and with a 104dB signal-to-noise ratio. Classic Eventide controls drive 
the dual engines which can be configured for series, parallel, stereo or dual mono 
operation. Other useful features include user-defined scales, master MIDI clock 
output, fast program changes, robust construction and a plethora of I/O, including 
analog balanced and unbalanced, AES/EBU, ADAT Lightpipe and digital S/PDIF.
ITEM dEScrIpTIon prIcE                                   
EcLIpSE �������������������� Harmonizer �������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 1995�00
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